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Only children make choices, but I want them all, all the men and all the treasures!

"Sukaburet, those two savages you wait for me, I, Ox, will kill you as long as I
don't die!" Ox pointed at Lin Hao and roared in anger.

Lin Hao kept making faces at Ox's angry ranting, turning his buttocks directly at
Ox, that b*tchy look made Ox not vomit blood on the spot, Ling Yun next to him was going crazy

laughing, this man was simply bad ah.

The three forces are being played by him and Ao Dog!

Aox also did not dare to stay, originally wanted to steal a tower, now seems to be

completely out of luck, he also do not care about these, turn and run, lion tiger spirit core also do
not want.

But don't forget, Ao Dog has been wandering around the battlefield with ease, can
he let Ox run away?

Transforming into his original body, a divine dragon swung its tail and directly

lifted the three Aoxes back, crashing head-on into the sharp blades of the crusaders.



In an instant, the three of them were pierced with several bloody holes, and blood

spilled wildly.

Ox yelled in fear, "All hold the fight, Yarcoon wasn't lying, there really is an
invisible man here!"

"Don't listen to his bullshit, the invisible man is one of them!" But Yarkon didn't
give any face to the other side, Falk, you were full of shit when I said there were invisible men,
and now he was thinking about these war bears going berserk, and he was taking advantage of the
chaos to escape.

The Crusaders were outnumbered and didn't panic at all, whatever you say is
useless, so what if there are invisible people, can they do it or what?

Kill, kill them all!

Ulla!

Even the wounded war bear soldier had gone berserk. If they couldn't escape,
they would die together.



The war bear soldiers in their berserk state were as unaware of pain and unafraid of

life and death as if they were bloodthirsty beasts, and the few crusaders were beaten to pieces and

badly injured in a few moments.

The crusader captain had to divide more crusaders to deal with Ox and the others.

Yarko? The ground is meant to be zero whisking love service closed? En finally

found his chance, Starburst!

All the angels who had the power to fight converged to one out, a huge hexagram
appeared, draining 90% of their spiritual power, the hexagram flashed with light and exploded

with a bang.

The terrifying energy blast collapsed the valley, and the terrifying backlash of the
explosion lifted Yarkon and the others out of the air, relying on this backlash, they fled backwards
like mad, run, if not they would be left here!

However ......

Ao dog a ah hit, one did not fall, all have to give kick back to the battlefield, this
time worse, directly kicked down inside the crusader's line.

Two angels were zapped into sieves on the spot, too dead to die, and the

remaining angels were desperate, their power drained by the starburst just now.



Although they had taken out a dozen of the Crusaders, there were still more than
thirty soldiers on the other side to maintain their fighting strength.

Looking at the crusaders swarming around him, Yarkon felt the fear of death and
hastily roared, "By the will of God, face God! Go on!"

"By the will of God, face God!" The angels, desperate to die, lunged towards the

crusaders with their last bit of strength, but Yalcoyne turned his head and ran.

He was at least a fifth-ranked peak illusionist, so even if he was exhausted, he
could still run away, and with his men giving their lives to stop him, he finally got away.

One by one, the angels blew themselves up, but Yarkon didn't even look back

from the beginning, he just turned and ran.

Although the angels were exhausted, the terrifying energy from the self-destructs
was at the very least a one-for-one battle, hardening the pace of the Crusaders' pursuit.

"That Lin Hao guy is running away." Ling Yun spoke up in a hurry.

"See, you're here to keep an eye on it." Lin Hao's figure silently dissipated, already
chasing towards Yalcorn.
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Yalcoyne raced for a dozen miles in a row, still not feeling safe, and continued to run wildly for

his life!

"Quite a fast runner." Lin Hao chased furiously all the way behind him, but he
couldn't catch up.

"Huashan is like an order, you mustn't rush! Come!"

Lin Hao shouted angrily as the power of Huashan converged, and the Sword of the
Gods in his hand blossomed with dazzling light. The fleeing Yarkon in front of him seemed to

sense the surge of breath behind him, so how dare he stay, instead he ran even faster.

Chop!

Lin Hao slashed down with his sword, and the thousand-metre sword light slashed
down towards Yarkon's head!

The sword light erupted with an ear-splitting sonic boom, creating violent ripples
in the surrounding space as it fell in an instant.



The sword shuddered in fear and Yarkon twisted around to avoid it.

The sword light fell with a loud click, and the hard ground was cracked a metre

wide and two to three metres deep by Lin Hao's sword.

Seeing the power of this sword, Yarkon was shocked, if this sword had struck him,
he would not have been able to withstand it.

The few remaining auras in his body had been depleted by the dodging blow, not
even half of them.

Yarkon stopped running and turned to look, and found a male savage wearing

animal skin clothes and with a dirty face flying with a sword.

Yarkon was dumbfounded!

A wildling here could fly with a sword?

Yarkon couldn't run anymore either, and was relieved when he saw that Lin Hao

was only a late fourth-grade, near peak fourth-grade Illusionary Spiritist, but he didn't dare to
slow down either, and quickly sat down cross-legged and began to recover the aura in his body,
although he also wondered, was that sword just now made by this wild man?



That strike just now was comparable to the full power of a fifth grade early stage
Illusionary Spirit Master.

Soon after, Lin Hao came to Yarkon with his sword in front of him and stood in

the air.

After all, he was a wild man, so he could fool him first, and when he had

recovered a little bit of his aura, he could destroy him as if he was just playing around.

But before Yarkon could say anything, Lin Hao was the first to speak, and he

asked in very fluent English: "What

can

I

do

for

y?dye zero er shan er lu serve zero?ou?"



"Walt?"

The Yalconians were dumbfounded.

The savage spoke English? The key was speaking it fluently, are you afraid you're
not teasing me?

Seeing Yarkonn's dumbfounded look, Lin Hao laughed heatedly and reached out

to wipe his face twice, wiping the disguise off his face.

Yarkon's face changed abruptly: ''Crap! Lin Hao ...... you son of a bitch, did you

just do that!"

"Huh? So angry that even a crouch came out?" Lin Hao looked at Yalcoen with a
speechless face, was this surprising? It wasn't so much.

"I'm going to fight you! You bastard, you're the one who stirred up trouble and

made us kill each other." A fried Yalcorn couldn't care less, he was going to kill the bastard!

He was going to kill him and get the treasure back!

With a fierce tremor of his wings, Yarkon rose into the sky and stabbed at Lin Hao
with his angel sword.



Lin Hao turned around and retreated, having no intention of fighting with his
opponent.

Seeing this, Yarkon became even more furious and all his strength converged on

the sword in his hand as he thrust it out violently.

Suddenly, the Angel's Sword suffered a strong obstruction.

There was a click, as if something had shattered!

Yarkon turned pale with horror and tried to burst back, but it was already too late,
all his aura was depleted, not to mention retreating, he could not even do the basic imperial air.

The next moment, hundreds of extreme sword qi exploded, and in a flash, the
sharp sword qi tore Yarkon into pieces, leaving nothing left!

Captain of the angel guards of Yarkon, a fifth-ranked peak illusionist, dead!

Lin Hao turned around to collect the loot and found that this guy had quite a lot of
treasures inside his Thunder Meteor space, there were more 3rd and 4th grade spirit cores and
quite a few Thunder Meteorites, quite rich ah.



By the time Lin Hao returned, the battle in the canyon was nearing its end, and the
two sides were fighting extremely hard.
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"Back? No injuries, right?" Ling Yun saw Lin Hao come back in one piece, but still couldn't help
but ask.

Lin Hao shrugged, "What can I do, I bubbled over and asked him if he needed

help, only for this guy to recognize it was me and kill himself on the spot, he even shoved all his
valuable things to me before he killed himself, it was really weird."

Ling Yun: ......

You can fool the hell out of me! In the end, the Silverclad Crusaders won the final
victory at a heavy cost.

The Battle Bear Squad, the Angel Squad were all wiped out, not a single one left
behind, and the Silverclad Crusaders also paid a heavy price.

Of the hundreds of Silverclad Crusaders, less than twenty are now alive, and more
than once are badly wounded.



Ao Dog was also on the up and up, stripping all the Thunder Meteor space off

those corpses around them, not a hair left.

By the time the Silverclad Crusaders were preparing to pack up their loot and then
deal with the injured Lion and Tiger, they were shocked to find that it was gone, the Thunder
Meteor Spaces where these people had put their treasures were all gone.

"Captain, it's gone!"

"Fuck off, you're the one who's gone." The captain, who was already on fire,
kicked him off, what do you mean, the old man is gone?

I was just watching the action, and then I could just sit back and reap the benefits,
but then I let Yarkon stir the pot, and the fight became like this.

"Captain, it's gone!"

Damn you!

The crusader captain was furious, wasn't I here? How could it be gone?

The soldier hurriedly explained, "All the Thunderbolt spaces are gone, all their
treasures are gone! Even the bodies of our own men could not be found."



The Crusader captain froze, what, what was going on?

Damn, did it mean that what Yalcorn said was true? There was a fourth force

present here? Wasn't that the end of the story?

"By the will of God, holy light descends upon the earth!" Suddenly, the slogans of
the angelic camp rang out.

Two streams of holy light descended from the sky, forming two gigantic
hexagram formations, followed by two men kicking in animal skin clothes, wearing masks, with
white wings on their backs and a woman with pink wings slowly descending from above the
canyon, bathed in the holy light.

Lin Hao spoke slowly, uttering the same words to Yalcorn: ":What

can

I

do



f?Shanzai Serving Wusi Fuzi Shani?or

you?"

Crusader Junior Captain Siennes: ("▼dish▼)

"I need help you geezers! Get lost, you angelic hypocrites!"

"Ahem, our angelic grand master doesn't need help, but thank you very much for
the thought, three buckles." Lin Hao forced a laugh and spoke.

"You bastards, give us back our Thunder Meteor Space! You shameless bastards!
Shameless hypocrites! Angelic dog thieves!" Siennes cursed so loudly that if he didn't have the
strength to do so now, he would have fought Lin Hao to the death.

These two savages were actually angels pretending to be angels, and crucially,
they were even screwing their own people, they were really ruthless!

"Firstly, you have no evidence to prove that we took it, secondly, if we got it with
our ability, it's ours, what's it to do with you?" Lin Hao stretched his hands out, looking as if he
couldn't help.



Next to him, Ling Yun was all suffocated by this guy's shameless remarks,
forcing herself not to laugh out loud, aren't you a robber?

"You ......" Ciennes spat blood, not as shameless as you guys!

I feel like insulting the word hypocrite by calling you hypocrites!

Sainz also saw that Lin Hao's realm was not high, only late fourth class near the
peak of the realm, not enough for evidence, but the angels with different colored wings next to

him, that was a different story.

Angels who hadn't reached the sixth class realm had no way to change their colour

on their wings.

They, the remnants of the army, simply couldn't stand it, count the ball.

"Fine, we'll admit it this time! We don't want this Lion Tiger, let's go!" Siennes
gritted his teeth, his face grim and full of hatred as he prepared to leave, this time he had watched
the fun to take advantage of the opportunity to pick up a bargain, but instead he lost his wife and
lost his army, just hard to bear!
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Huzzah!



Want to leave? Not even a chance!

The spiritual pressure around Ling Yun's body was unabashedly unleashed!

The surviving Crusader soldiers couldn't bear it at all, and all of them fell to the

ground, looking at Ling Yun in shock.

He? They thought it was just an early sixth-grade soldier. We thought this was

just an early sixth rank angel, but who knew it was a late sixth rank angel!

The realm was only a small level lower than Cadrien's, how could such a

terrifying existence come to a place like this?

How could such a terrifying being come to a place like this? For a Lion and Tiger,
there was no need, was there?

Boom!

Another equally powerful aura reappeared!



Ao Dog was a man who didn't mind watching, and he too made a mask and took
on a human form, wearing it, with a pair of green angel wings slowly spreading behind him,
maintaining his aura at the mid-sixth rank level, but he didn't show himself, so these people
couldn't see him at all.

But that powerful aura was there in real life.

It was over!

Saints knew that they couldn't run away even if they wanted to, there was still a
sixth level angel hiding in the shadows.

Couldn't they afford to play? What do you mean by putting in two Sixth Level

Illusionists in a battlefield where there are no Sixth Level Illusionists?

If you have such a master, why don't you just come out and exterminate us and

give us a good time?

"What the hell do you want?" Saints turned around and glared at Lin Hao with a

desperate and sad face, although he didn't know why Lin Hao was at such a low level, and
seemed to be the one who was really in charge: "I advise you not to take things too far, our Church
is not a vegetarian either!"



"Nonsense! We're good friends aren't we, but protecting your safety has cost us a
lot, so isn't this fee settled?" Lin Hao rubbed his hands together and looked at Siennes with a

smile.

The corners of Sinese's mouth twitched, if it wasn't for his strength, he would
have jumped up and hammered this shameless bastard straight away, you guys have paid a lot?

If you want to take advantage of the fire, just say so! I don't know what to do.

But there was no way out, they had to give all the Thunder Meteor Space to Lin

Hao and the others, there was no way out of breaking the bank, there was no way out of this shit.

"Huh, this necklace of yours is quite pretty."

Siennes gritted his teeth as he ripped off his own sapphire necklace, "Here!"

"That's a nice watch too, what brand is it? I'll buy one some day."

"Buy my ass, it's yours." Siennes said in a low voice through clenched back teeth,
bandits, these bandits!

"How embarrassing is that."



Ling Yun watched as Lin Hao said he was embarrassed while casually and very
nimbly taking things away, Ling Yun couldn't help but roll his eyes, pawn and stand up again is

what you're talking about, right?

In the end, all the soldiers of the Crusaders were searched, almost as if they had
been stripped of their underwear, and only then was Lin Hao satisfied and ready to let the other

side go.

The other party was about to leave, but he suddenly shouted at Lin Hao, "Wait, let
me explain first, we are not interested in the spirit core of this lion tiger, we are just cleaning it up
in passing, and warn your people to stay away from this area, lest you make yourself
uncomfortable, got it?"

"Oh yes, and on behalf of Cadrien, I would like to send my regards to Cardinal

Noxted."

With a black face, Siennes simply ignored Lin Hao and turned around, not
bothering to bleep with such a bitch, even if you have strength, you still have black and dirty

hands, no martial virtue at all!

Too much!

The Siennes crowd slunk away straight away without looking back, not even
daring to turn their heads back for fear that this group of bandits would turn back and start
something, and then they wouldn't even be able to run away!



Snap!

Lin Hao snapped his fingers, "Ao Dog, go track them down and see what their

reaction is."

"Or should I just kill them and forget about it?" Ao Dog was a bit too much
trouble.

"Don't want the dragon tendons?" Lin Hao spoke coldly.

Ao Inu shivered, "What's the point of always thinking about my dragon tendon,
just kidding thia, so excited, really."
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Ao Dog didn't dare to stay any longer and slipped away.

Ling Yun looked at Lin Hao curiously, "You deliberately didn't kill them, right?
To intensify the conflict between the Crusaders and the Angelic Church?"



"Why else would we pretend to be angels?" Lin Hao laughed as the wings that had
been condensed from his aura behind him quietly dissipated, while taking off the mask from his

face.

That Siennes was alive solely because someone needed to report the news,
otherwise how would Lin Hao have left the other party behind?

Lin Hao's last words had a special meaning, in order to mislead the other party

that their sudden appearance here was not for the lions and tigers, but for another purpose, that
there might be more precious treasures here.

Otherwise it wouldn't make sense either, a small battlefield like this, yet it had
alerted two angels of the sixth realm.

When the time came, both sides might have sensed the problem and would

naturally come over, wouldn't that be another earth-shattering battle?

"Calling you bad and you still won't admit it, look what you've been doing?" Ling
Yun shook her head helplessly, having an enemy like him, those enemies were really pitiful too.

Lin Hao flung his hand and gave Ling Yun a chestnut on his forehead, "I'm doing

something serious, I'm not going to be poor with you, hurry up and get rid of that lion tiger."

Ling Yun rubbed his painful forehead helplessly, "I can see, I'm just like Ao Dog,
I'm your free tool man, it's my bad luck to have a black-hearted boss like you."



Roar!

Just as Ling Yun finished speaking, a tiger roar came from the cave. Although it
was obvious in the voice that the other party was injured, it was still full of mid-air and
domineering.

It was the roar of a lion and tiger!

Just as Lin Hao and Ling Yun were about to do battle, a huge creature limped out
and punched out, the fur at the neck with the lion's trademark fluffy fur and the body with the

tiger's splendid colours, its body as big and strong as an adult elephant.

"This guy looks really fierce." Lin Hao couldn't help but take a slight half step
back, this was a sixth grade lion and tiger, even if it was injured it wasn't to be underestimated,
spirit beasts were naturally stronger in combat than human illusion spiritists of the same level,
however it was also extremely difficult for them to advance in the realm and was affected by their
bloodline.

Roar~.

The lion tiger gave another low roar towards Lin Hao, his eyes were full of
pleading, so humane action, the lion tiger actually bowed to Lin Hao, but the two paws were not
quite standard, then, the lion tiger took a beast skin package from the cave and put it on the

ground, then took the initiative to take several steps back, then sat on the ground and looked at Lin
Hao.



Lin Hao was a bit confused, what? This tiger was trying to bribe himself?

Is this, so smart?

Lin Hao didn't refuse, he went over and opened the beast skin parcel, at once there
were pearls of light, all kinds of bright flashes, almost didn't light up his eyes, Lin Hao was
stunned: "This is just a sixth grade spirit beast, is the family so rich?"

"Ho ho.? Yifu dye yi zhai dye closed Shan?" The lion tiger roared low towards

Lin Hao pleadingly twice.

Lin Hao was stunned, "What did you say? You have more treasures? Quickly

bring it out, or else I'll dig up your spirit core."

The lion tiger instantly let out a sad roar and looked helplessly towards Lin Yun.

Ling Yun held her forehead, "Lin Hao, that's enough, I see it clearly said that its

ancestors' continued to be here, it's all for you."

The lion tiger seemed to understand Lin Yun's words, nodding its head
repeatedly.



Lin Hao laughed: "Just kidding, why are you so nervous."

Lion Tiger: "I'm not nervous, I'm not nervous at all, if I wasn't unable to fight, I'd
want to eat you! I'm not human, but you're a real dog!"

Lin Hao rummaged around and found that there were surprisingly two sixth grade
early stage spirit cores among them, and the other scattered ones were all third to fifth grade realm
spirit cores, as well as some exotic treasures and the like, Lin Hao didn't bother to be polite with
the other party and took them all in his pocket.

This was a great harvest, but Lin Hao was a bit puzzled by the three fist-sized
pieces of metal in the package, with a faint golden glow, and could not tell what kind of material

they were made of.
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Who knew that the lion tiger came over coldly, pointed at the pieces of metal with its paws, and
then looked up at Lin Hao.

Lin Hao was startled by it, what kind of game is this? It suddenly ran over to

him!

But Lin Hao could also see that the other party seemed to be saying that this thing

was a treasure?



However, the next moment, the sheepskin book in his pocket suddenly trembled

quickly and frequently, seemingly sensing the metal and trembling more strongly than any other

time.

Lin Hao took out the sheepskin book, and the sheepskin book burst into a dazzling
light, and the three pieces of metal automatically hovered in the air, swirling around the sheepskin
book.

Lin Hao beckoned, and the three inscriptions formed from the special metal

reached Lin Hao's hands. Lin Hao looked at the three inscriptions in his hands with incomparable
surprise, they were exactly the same as the inscriptions on his own deity's sword that had broken.

Last time, the Sword of the Gods had broken several inscriptions in order to resist

that strike from the Moon Wheel Fairy, but it wasn't worth what it was, and Lin Hao didn't dare
to casually inlay it on the Sword of the Gods.

Lin Hao put the inscriptions into his consciousness space and the parchment book

into his pocket, and only then did he notice that the lion tiger was trembling on the ground, the
aura of the parchment book just now made it seem to feel the incomparable fear of a presence
descending upon it.

"Where did you get this? How about you get me some more, another ten or eight
pieces, and I'll let you go?" Lin Hao looked at the lion tiger with a smirk, like a big bad wolf

looking at a little sheep, he knew that this lion tiger was incredibly smart and could understand

what he was saying.



The lion tiger rolled its eyes and lay on all fours on the ground, exposing its belly
to Lin Hao, as if to say: you might as well just kill me to be more direct.

Lin Hao was stunned, was it just a few pieces of special metal?What was the point

of being so scared? It wasn't necessary, was it?

"Lin Hao, I seem to know what that thing is." Ling Yun seemed to have thought of
something.

"What kind of play flute is this?" Lin Hao was very curious, could it be that there
was something? Lu Wu Ai Di pick er Yi Lu? A special origin?

"This is the Copper of the First Mountain!"

As soon as he said the bronze of the first mountain, Lin Hao woke up with a jolt.
According to legend, the Xuan Yuan sword was forged for the Yellow Emperor from the bronze of

the first mountain picked by the gods, with the sun, moon and stars engraved on one side of the

sword, and the mountains, rivers and grasses on the other.

The bronze of the first mountain, this is the raw material for the Xuan Yuan sword!

"Why did the raw material for casting the Xuan Yuan Sword appear here?" Lin Hao
wondered, but Lin Hao didn't know exactly where Shoushan was.



"There is an ancient legend that the phoenix inhabits the Wutong and the dragon

lies on Shoushan ...... I think the reason why the lion and tiger is so scared is probably because

this is only produced in Shoushan, the true ancestral land of the dragon race, so it seems

understandable that it was so scared just now." Ling Yun did know some rumors about the Shou

Mountain.

It was feared that the Lion Tiger had obtained these only three pieces by
coincidence, or because the Lion Tiger clan had paid dearly.

When Lion Tiger heard this, he nodded his head and expressed his strong

agreement with Ling Yun's words.

The dragon clan's ancestral land is afraid of nothing, this is not by the Ao dog in
it, see he will not dig up all the copper of the first mountain today.

Lin Hao's eyes were staring at the lion tiger, and he didn't know what he was

thinking, but the lion tiger's body was fried from this guy's stare, and he always had a very bad

feeling.

"I don't need you to get too close, and I don't need you to venture to the first

mountain, how about this? If you don't agree I'll dig up your spirit core." Lin Hao carried a tone

of negotiation, but there was little negotiation between his words.

The lion tiger looked at Lin Hao with a suspicious look on its face, it was probably
also thinking, after he had brought the other party to the place, would this human really let him

go?



It didn't seem very likely!

Lin Hao injected the power of the Holy Spirit into the Lion Tiger's body, the Lion
Tiger's body shook and looked at Lin Hao in shock, it had a dark wound inside its body, it had
been wounded by a giant poisonous snake, on the outside the wound had healed, but on the inside
it was rotting from the bone marrow.
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With a wave of Lin Hao's hand, its problem was surprisingly solved! Although it wasn't healed, it
could clearly feel that its internal injuries were recovering and the toxins were no longer spreading,
and its strength had at least rebounded by more than 30%.

The lion tiger gave a low roar towards Lin Hao, willing to go along with him, and
at the same time bowed to Lin Hao three times.

"Isn't that right, you bring me to the place, I'll treat your injuries completely and
listen to me properly." Lin Hao stroked the Lion Tiger's head.

The lion tiger nodded incomparably meekly.

On the other side, that Ao Dog had already caught up with Sinese's group, and
Sinese and the others were almost at the Crusader camp.



"Captain, this gang of bandits from the Angelic Church, we can't let this matter go
like this."

"Yes Captain, when have we ever suffered this kind of shit, even if he Cadrien
comes, he has to give us Cardinal Noxodes face, what is he!"

"We have to tell the commander-in-chief to punish these bastards severely, and
even tell the war bear Desker that it was Kedrane who deliberately started the trouble and
deliberately started the war."

Almost at the base camp, these crusaders were finally emboldened, and were

thinking that they should tell the Archbishop.

"You are all talking nonsense, isn't that nonsense? They have to pay for this! But
are you all pigs? Just that one sixth-ranked spirit beast can make the other side send out two

mid-to-late sixth-ranked Illusionary Spirit Masters? And that man is not very strong, and
obviously has a low status in the Angelic Church!"

"If we hadn't achieved the final victory, I guess they wouldn't have even shown up
to drive us away, which means that means? It means that there is an even more precious treasure

there, I'll report it to the Archbishop immediately." Siennes was dead set on remembering what

Lin Hao had said, so the other party was definitely drunk.

These bandits, they must be made to pay the price they deserve!



Siennes met with the Cardinal and reported everything in detail, but Noxious was
a little shocked: "How is that possible? The other side has a late sixth-ranked master? Damn it,
they have sent in strong people in secret in addition to the ones on the surface, there is definitely
something wrong with the other side, immediately send two teams to the location where the

incident happened before you!"

The War Bear side had also received the news that those War Bear soldiers had
lost their breath and died one after another in a short period of time.

At the same time Knoxed passed on the news? Squire Isham Iwu Izay Ai? to them.
Dex was furious, and with a cry of Ulla, the entire War Bear base camp pulled out and headed

straight for their destination!

The War Bears and the Angelic Church have been feuding for centuries, and if the
Angelic Church dares to do this, they dare to put all their fighting forces into it without a care in

the world!

And a preliminary alliance was reached with Noxodes to finish off the Angelic
Order first!

Archangel Cadrien, who received the news, also thought that teams from the other

two camps had annexed his men and was equally enraged, quickly dispatching a squad of twenty
angels to head straight for the place of the incident.

After gathering this useful information, Ao Dog quickly left, only when Ao Dog
returned to the scene of the incident, Ao Dog was confused.



Where were the people?

Where were the lions and tigers?

There was nothing left in the valley, just a mess of corpses and traces of the fight,
nothing else was left.

Ao Dog was helpless, what could he do? Keep looking for Lin Hao.

After finding the two men on the Lion Tiger more than ten miles away, Ao Dog
jumped onto the back of the Lion Tiger in frustration.

Lion Tiger: Howl? (What's going on? I think there's another person on my back?

The lion tiger turned his head and saw only two more people, what the hell is this?
The lion tiger stopped, roared twice, and pointed at Lin Hao again.

Lin Hao frowned, sensing that something was wrong, did the lion tiger sense

something? But neither he nor Ling Yun had the slightest feeling.



But even so, Lin Hao and Ling Yun jumped off the back of the lion tiger one after

another, Ling Yun surrounded by blooming peach blossoms and Lin Hao standing at attention

with the Sword of the Gods.
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The lion and the tiger were too frightened to move at all and turned their heads to stare at their
backs.

"Beast, hurry up and go, and you two, what are you waiting for?" As Ao Dog
spoke, his figure also suddenly appeared, scared the Lion Tiger directly lying on the ground

wailing: Crouching ah, how this suddenly appeared a person ah, and this person's body aura is so
terrifying, that terrifying bloodline suppression, even my breathing is not smooth.

Seeing Ao Dog Lin Hao and Ling Yun were crying and laughing, come on, they
had left this guy behind again, but Ao Dog was used to it and knew to take the initiative to come

to them.

The lion tiger, however, was frightened by the seemingly absent dragon might

from Ao Dog, it finally reacted, it was dragon might, the suppression of the divine dragon
bloodline!

The dragon race had not appeared for ten thousand years, ah, even the first
mountain was devoid of the dragon race's presence, being occupied by the major demon kings,
who would have thought that a dragon race would appear here.



The lion tiger was lying on the ground, not daring to move, its head was on the

ground, while its only wisdom was thinking, these people are with the dragon race? So they were

going to the first mountain to take it back? If they were involved, wouldn't that be a great
achievement, and if the Dragons looked after them in the future, hey hey hey, even the Demon
King would have to give them some face!

Howl!

The lion tiger slumped low to the ground and twisted its head to look at Ao Dog,
constantly expressing its submission.

Lin Hao had a black face, this big guy had turned his head and rebelled?

"What the hell are you roaring about roaring, shut up." Ao Dog slapped the lion

tiger on the head, scaring it into shoving its head into the dirt, shivering and not daring to let out
a single fart.

Lin Hao also sensed a huge problem, the dragon race had made a comeback, so
wouldn't the ten thousand demons also obey the dragon race's orders? Then things would be even

more troublesome than he had expected.

Ao Dog, however, didn't think about it that much, and told Lin Hao the news he

had gotten from following Xions, and also told Lin Hao about the movements of these three

forces.



However, Ao Dog also wondered a bit, how else could he stir up trouble when he

had lured these people there and slipped away himself?

"You don't have to worry about that, by the way, your old home is in Shoushan,
right? Let's go, take me to your old home for a stroll." Lin Hao and Ling Yun jumped onto the

Lion Tiger's back once again.

"Fine, then let's go to my hometown first, let them play with themselves first, I
also want to see what the treasures of the ancestral land have, you guys don't need to be polite with
me, feel free to take them haha." Ao Dog didn't mind either, and patted Lion Tiger and let him set

off in the direction of the first mountain.

The lion tiger had no fear of the firstmountain, and was no longer as cautious as he
had been earlier.

Just now, the tiger was desperate to reduce its speed, after all, going to the first
mountain was almost like a death sentence. Now it was a completely different story.

Seeing the contrast between the lion and the tiger, Lin Hao was also angry enough,
little thing, there are still a lot of small thoughts, see how to get you when we get to the place.

Lin Hao heard that Ao Dog told him to take whatever he wanted, so he patted Ao

Dog's shoulder with a smile on his face, "I'm not sleepy if you're nagging me about this, but this
is what you said, let me take whatever I want, just don't cry when the time comes."



"Go ahead, I don't care, but it's hard to say if you can get out of the Dragon Palace
after you take it." Ao Dog stretched his hand.

Lin Hao's delighted face instantly fell, meowing, you're not pulling the wool over
my eyes? You said you would let yourself take whatever you wanted, but it turned out that you

didn't hold your farts in, and you want to make yourself a porter? The actual fact is that you'll be
able to get a lot more than just a few of these.

......

On the other hand, the first to arrive was surprisingly Ridgecain's angel squad,
more than twenty angels led by a fifth-class peak angel chief, arrived at the valley of the battle,
saw the scene in a mess, and the corpses of the three forces.

The angelic chief's face was as gloomy as water, "Quickly, start looking
immediately and find out what happened."

The crowd began to look around quickly and found that it was indeed a great
melee, with ? The reason for this was not clear to them. The reason for the body was not clear to
them, but it was certain that Yarkon's angel squad was completely wiped out, yet there was no
body of Yarkon around, which meant that he had escaped, but was still killed.

Super Son-in-law Chapter 2349-2350
Chapter 2349

At the same time all the thunder meteor spaces on these people were seized, it was an organised
killing for treasure.



What exactly were they looting?

Since there was no news from the Crusader side, they didn't even know there was

a fourth force, so they reported straight away: the whole Yarkon squad was killed, they should

have found the supreme treasure and were destroyed by the Crusaders or theWar Bears as a group,
we will continue our search!

The news made Cadrien furious, those bastards had dared to make such a fuss,
they wanted to die!

The three forces had been at loggerheads ever since they entered, but the
casualties were always in the single digits.

"Archangel, come quickly, we have found the treasure!" A dainty female angel

soon came running quickly to report.

The archangel and the others quickly converged over, only to find a glowing

inscription scattered somewhere in the canyon, the inscription was made of what looked like gold
and what looked like copper.

Curious, the archangel picked the inscription up off the ground, when suddenly the
inscription trembled, emitting an amazing aura, and a terrifying sharpness.



The archangel trembled and was almost not scared by the aura that escaped from

the inscription, so that he fell to his knees, but he also lowered his proud angelic head.

The other angels who were less powerful simply fell to their knees.

"It's a divine inscription! Oh my god, these bastards have actually found the God
Tattoo, it must have been Yarkon who discovered it first, these people are killing and taking the

treasure, damn it, the other side might have obtained more God Tattoos, quick, evacuate this
place immediately!" The archangel was shocked, he didn't expect to find divine inscriptions here,
divine inscriptions are the mark of a deity, this is obviously an unowned divine inscription, more
precious than any treasure!

The archangel dared not hesitate, but knew that this was a matter of great

importance, and that this inscription had to be brought back, while at the same time telling the
archangel that there might be more divine inscriptions in the hands of those two powers!

"Holy Sword of the White Emperor, follow me with your sword! Ulla!" Dusk's
angry roar resonated throughout the ? Pao Er Shan Yi Er Ai Serving Er? valley, the terrifying
spiritual pressure of the peak sixth rank realm swept through the entire valley, and the valley set

off a shocking wave of smoke and dust, sending flying sand and rocks tumbling everywhere.

"It's not good, War Bear Grand Commander Desker is here! Damn it, this is a trap
they have set, they actually want to use the supreme treasure to pit us down here!" The angelic
chief's face was also in panic, there was no way to run, he had to send this message back!



"Run, you take the divine tattoo, we'll split up and run, quick!" The angel chief
was not stupid, the other side had even come out with the Grand Commander, he was doomed to
run, and even more so with the divine tattoo.

More than twenty angels divided into several directions and scattered to escape,
quickly turning into streams of light and speeding towards the canyon above.

"God's will, guard the faith, charge!"

However, just as these angels were about to rush out of the canyon, the Silverclad
Crusaders' slogan rang out, and a torrent of silver light poured down, repelling the squads of
angels that wanted to rush out straight back!

Two hundred silver-clad crusaders were guarding the upper canyon, and the two

ends of the canyon had been blocked by the Warbear Lord Dusk, with almost forty Warbear

soldiers on each side.

The angelic chief's face fell, pale, it was over, these bastards had no intention of

letting them go, they had already set up a trap to kill them.

"Grand Chancellor Desker! And you Crusaders! Even if I die, I will still be able to
pass on all the information about this place to the Archangel. We have never been afraid of

anyone!" Although the Archangel's face was incomparably ugly and he knew that there was no

chance of survival, he still shouted angrily.



These bastards had gone too far!

Chapter 2350

"Bullshit! It was clearly you angels who killed and crossed the border, killing your own people as
well in order to kill and take the treasure, and you even sent out two strong sixth-ranked
Illusionary Spirit Masters to participate, causing our entireWar Bear squad to be wiped out!" Dusk
roared in anger, his spiritual pressure raging, while shouting angrily, "You can't have sent out so
many strong people just for a sixth-ranked injured lion tiger.

Archangel: ????

What the hell do you mean? Two Sixth-Ranked Illusionists?

No way!

There were only a total of five Sixth Grade Illusionary Spirit Masters, including
the Archangel, in the Angel camp this time, and this he knew best, none of these five Sixth Grade
Realm powerhouses had ever left.

"Nonsense! You are planting evidence! None of our sixth rank archangels have
ever left the camp!" The archangel argued angrily, and wondered in his heart, was it a secret
operation? Did they come in with more powerful people than that? No, even if they were on a
secret mission, Archangel Cadrien was not of a lower rank and therefore was entitled to know the

plan!



Since Cadrien had sent him over, that meant that Cadrien didn't know about it at

all.

"Planting evidence? Oh, you bunch of hypocrites and stinky bastards are really

shameless." The Vice Commander of the Crusaders laughed coldly and waved his hand, "Siennes,
come out and show them the footage of the moment!"

"Yes, Your Excellency the Vice Commander." Siennes saluted respectfully, then
stepped forward and spoke, "You and the War Bear Squad were fighting over the ownership of the

injured Lion and Tiger, we inadvertently passed by, and you wanted to kill us all!"

Then with a wave of his hand, the whole scene of the battle was shown as a video.

The picture began just as those angels were executing the judgement trial, and
directly two of the female angels executing the trial very deliberately landed it in the Crusader's
camp.

They, of course, pinch off the picture in front of them, de? Servant Sam Sikh

dyed Wooi? Ske and the angelic side knew that the Crusaders were well known to them, and each
sat back and watched the fight, but they did not expect that the angelic side had suddenly

provoked them only.

The Archangel saw this and wondered why Alcorn would do such a stupid thing.
How could he have done such a stupid thing? He was fighting with the war bears, and he was so
desperate that he invited the Crusaders, who were watching him, to join him at this time?



Unless, of course, he had been given other orders?

But it was all picture and no sound, and it was hard to tell what was really going

on.

Deske and the deputy commander of the crusaders there were also a little
surprised that the crusaders were clearly watching from the side, and there were so many of them,
so what was it that made them fight so madly, as if they had no regard for the crusaders at all, or
rather, it was because the treasure was enough to make them mad, and thus they chose to take the
risk even though there were crusaders watching.

For a moment both sides were lost in thought and began to reckon with what was
in their hearts, but the one thing that was invariably the case was that they were definitely fighting
for the greatest treasure!

It soon came to the point where all the war bears blew themselves up and died,
and that Yalcorn, having suffered heavy losses, had chosen their men to blow themselves up and

flee themselves, which now gave even more confirmation that Yalcorn was fleeing with the

supreme treasure in his arms.

But the pursuing crusaders were shaken off by Yarkon, and indeed Yarkon was

dead, the archangel argued: Yarkon was dead, never having returned to the camp, and according
to the scent, Yarkon was completely dead.

Dusk, for his part, looked at the Crusader camp with a strange and inexplicable

gaze.



These men were the only survivors and had saved a considerable amount of
strength. If the angel camp and the war bear camp were all dead at that time, then the treasure
must be in the hands of the Crusaders ah.

"Commander Desker please take a moment and continue on." Siennes also knew
what the other side was thinking, and hurriedly explained, advancing the picture, and soon two

angels wearing masks appeared.

At the same time Siennes introduced, "Just now though only two appeared, one
was a late fourth class angel, the other reached the late sixth class realm, and we sensed that there
was another angel who reached at least the peak of the sixth class hiding nearby and did not
appear."
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